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nn ContentContent--based image retrievalbased image retrieval
nn RegionRegion--based image retrievalbased image retrieval
nn Overview of our frameworkOverview of our framework
nn TechnologiesTechnologies

••Image representation;Image representation;
••Indexing techniques;Indexing techniques;
••Learning techniquesLearning techniques

nn ExperimentsExperiments



ContentContent--based Image Retrievalbased Image Retrieval

nn MotivationMotivation
••TextText--based image retrievalbased image retrieval

nn Manual annotation is a tedious task.Manual annotation is a tedious task.
nn ““An image is worth a thousand wordsAn image is worth a thousand words””
nn Some visual contents are difficult to describeSome visual contents are difficult to describe

nn GoalGoal
••Retrieve images based on their Retrieve images based on their contentcontent
••What is content:What is content:

nn Automatically extracted visual features.Automatically extracted visual features.
nn Color, texture, shape and so on.Color, texture, shape and so on.

••Query by an example image or sketchQuery by an example image or sketch



ContentContent--based Image Retrievalbased Image Retrieval

nn ChallengesChallenges
•• High dimensionality of featuresHigh dimensionality of features

nn Dimension of color histogram > 100;Dimension of color histogram > 100;
nn Storage and indexing.Storage and indexing.

•• Gap between features and semantics.Gap between features and semantics.
nn Similar features might represent different semantic Similar features might represent different semantic 

concepts;concepts;
nn Images of similar semantics might have very Images of similar semantics might have very 

different features.different features.



ContentContent--based Image Retrievalbased Image Retrieval



ContentContent--based Image Retrievalbased Image Retrieval

nn To shorten or bridge the gapTo shorten or bridge the gap
•• Relevance feedbackRelevance feedback

nn Originally developed for text retrievalOriginally developed for text retrieval
nn Supervised active learning technique.Supervised active learning technique.

•• Better representationBetter representation
nn RegionRegion--based representation. based representation. 
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RegionRegion--based Image Retrieval based Image Retrieval 
(RBIR)(RBIR)

nn MotivationMotivation
••Global representation vs. region Global representation vs. region 

representation;representation;
••Represent and retrieve images at the Represent and retrieve images at the 

granularity of region (Object in ideal granularity of region (Object in ideal 
case);case);

••Perception of human visual system.   Perception of human visual system.   
nn Typical RBIR systemsTypical RBIR systems

••NetraNetra (UCSB)(UCSB)
••BlobworldBlobworld (Berkeley) (Berkeley) 
••Walrus (BellWalrus (Bell--lab)lab)
••SIMPLIcitySIMPLIcity (Stanford) (Stanford) 



Key IssuesKey Issues

nn Image similarity measureImage similarity measure
••RegionRegion--toto--region (region (BlobworldBlobworld, , NetraNetra) ) 

nn Sensitive to image segmentation;Sensitive to image segmentation;

••ImageImage--toto--image (image (SIMPLIcitySIMPLIcity, Walrus), Walrus)
nn All the regions;All the regions;
nn Importance of regions is area percentage.Importance of regions is area percentage.

••Our solutionOur solution
nn Earth MoverEarth Mover’’s Distance (EMD);s Distance (EMD);
nn The importance of regions is learned The importance of regions is learned 

from userfrom user’’s feedback.s feedback.



Key Issues (Cont.)Key Issues (Cont.)

nn Efficiency issuesEfficiency issues
••Storage Storage 
••IndexingIndexing

nn Tree structure: R*Tree structure: R*--tree (Walrus);tree (Walrus);
nn Clustering techniques: Clustering techniques: SIMPLIcitySIMPLIcity & & 

NetraNetra..

••Our solutionOur solution
nn Region codebook (storage);Region codebook (storage);
nn Inverted files (Indexing).Inverted files (Indexing).



Key Issues (Cont.)Key Issues (Cont.)

nn Relevance feedbackRelevance feedback
••Global featureGlobal feature--based RF is fruitful.based RF is fruitful.
••Little attention for regionLittle attention for region--based RF;based RF;
••Our solutionOur solution

nn Query Point Movement;Query Point Movement;
nn Support Vector Machines;Support Vector Machines;
nn Region importance learning.Region importance learning.



Overview Of The FrameworkOverview Of The Framework



Pretreatment Pretreatment 

nn Image segmentationImage segmentation
•• HSEG (region growing).HSEG (region growing).

nn FengFeng JingJing, , MingjingMingjing Li, HongLi, Hong--JiangJiang Zhang, Bo Zhang, Zhang, Bo Zhang, 
"Unsupervised Image Segmentation Using Local "Unsupervised Image Segmentation Using Local 
Homogeneity Analysis", Proc. IEEE International Homogeneity Analysis", Proc. IEEE International 
Symposium on Circuits and Systems, 2003. Symposium on Circuits and Systems, 2003. 

nn Region representationRegion representation::
•• LowLow--level visual feature: level visual feature: 

nn Color moments Color moments 
•• CIE CIE LuvLuv color spacecolor space
•• Three scales of moments (9)Three scales of moments (9)

nn Any other feature is available.Any other feature is available.
•• Importance (weight)Importance (weight)

nn Constraint: sum be 1.Constraint: sum be 1.



Pretreatment (Cont.)Pretreatment (Cont.)

nn Region codebook design:Region codebook design:
••KK--Means;Means;
••Regions of all the images in the databaseRegions of all the images in the database
••The size of the codebook (K);The size of the codebook (K);
••Codeword properties:Codeword properties:

nn The center;The center;
nn Indexing structure (modified inverted file).Indexing structure (modified inverted file).



Pretreatment (Cont.)Pretreatment (Cont.)
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Image RepresentationImage Representation

nn Image encoding:Image encoding:
••Low level feature         codeword index Low level feature         codeword index 

nn Compact Representation:Compact Representation:
••A region set; A region set; 

nn Sparse (Vector) Representation:Sparse (Vector) Representation:
••A N dimensional vector;A N dimensional vector;
••N is the number of the N is the number of the codewordscodewords;;
••Number of regions vs. number of  Number of regions vs. number of  

codewordscodewords..



Image Similarity MeasureImage Similarity Measure
nn Compact representationCompact representation
nn Earth MoverEarth Mover’’s Distance (EMD)s Distance (EMD)

•• Originally introduced as a flexible similarity Originally introduced as a flexible similarity 
measure between multidimensional measure between multidimensional 
distributions;distributions;

•• Based on the minimal cost that must be paid Based on the minimal cost that must be paid 
to transform one distribution into another;to transform one distribution into another;

•• Matches perceptual similarity well;Matches perceptual similarity well;
•• Can operate on variableCan operate on variable--length representations.length representations.
•• RubnerRubner, Y., , Y., et.alet.al ““A Metric for Distributions with A Metric for Distributions with 

Applications to Image Databases.Applications to Image Databases.””Proc. Of Proc. Of 
IEEE International Conference on Computer IEEE International Conference on Computer 
Vision, January 1998. Vision, January 1998. 



Indexing UsingIndexing Using
Modified Inverted FilesModified Inverted Files

nn Tree structures:Tree structures:
•• Curse of dimensionality;Curse of dimensionality;
•• The performance of R*The performance of R*--trees degrades by a trees degrades by a 

factor of 12 as the number of dimensions factor of 12 as the number of dimensions 
increases from 5 to 10. increases from 5 to 10. 

nn Inverted Files (IF):Inverted Files (IF):
•• Widely used in text retrieval community;Widely used in text retrieval community;
•• The IF of a codeword are the IDs of the The IF of a codeword are the IDs of the 

images contain it.images contain it.
•• Indexing using IFIndexing using IF

nn Find out the images within at least one of the IF of Find out the images within at least one of the IF of 
the querythe query’’s s codewordscodewords;;

nn Only sort these images with other images Only sort these images with other images 
neglectedneglected



Indexing Using Modified Indexing Using Modified 
Inverted Files (Cont.)Inverted Files (Cont.)
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nn Modified Inverted Files:Modified Inverted Files:
••Expand Expand codewordscodewords according to according to 

importance.importance.
••Expand           Expand           codewordscodewords to a region to a region 

with importance with importance w.w.
••The upper bound The upper bound kk is 10 currently.is 10 currently.

Indexing Using Modified Indexing Using Modified 
Inverted Files (Cont.)Inverted Files (Cont.)

 kw ⋅



Relevance FeedbackRelevance Feedback

nn Query Point Movement (QPM):Query Point Movement (QPM):
••Only positive examples.Only positive examples.
••Vector representation; Vector representation; 
••Optimal query:Optimal query:

••Indexing using modified Indexing using modified IFsIFs..
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Relevance FeedbackRelevance Feedback

nn Support Vector Machine (SVM)Support Vector Machine (SVM)
••Both negative and positive examples;Both negative and positive examples;
••Classification problem;Classification problem;
••A classifier that separates positive A classifier that separates positive 

examples from negative ones.examples from negative ones.
••Compact representation;Compact representation;
••Why SVMWhy SVM

nn strong theoretical foundationsstrong theoretical foundations
nn excellent empirical successesexcellent empirical successes



Relevance Feedback (Cont.)Relevance Feedback (Cont.)

nn New KernelNew Kernel
••Motivation: Motivation: 

nn Common kernels (Gaussian) depend onCommon kernels (Gaussian) depend on LLpp
norm or inner product in the input space.norm or inner product in the input space.

••Generalized Gaussian kernel:Generalized Gaussian kernel:

dd is a distance measure in the input spaceis a distance measure in the input space

••EMDEMD--based kernel:based kernel:

)2),(exp(),( 2σyxdyxkGGaussian −=

)2),(exp(),( 2σyxEMDyxkGEMD −=



Region Importance LearningRegion Importance Learning

nn Basic assumption: Basic assumption: Important Important 
regions should appear more times in regions should appear more times in 
the positive images.the positive images.



Region Importance Learning Region Importance Learning 
(Cont.)(Cont.)

nn Some definitions:   Some definitions:   
•• Region     is similar to region     , Region     is similar to region     , 

if                 , if                 , 

••

•• Region Frequency (RF):Region Frequency (RF):

•• Inverse Image Frequency (IIF):Inverse Image Frequency (IIF):
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Region Importance Learning Region Importance Learning 
(Cont.)(Cont.)

nn Region Importance (Region Importance (RIRI):):

the the RIRI of all the positive images can be of all the positive images can be 
learned.learned.
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Cumulate Region ImportanceCumulate Region Importance

nn Why to cumulate?Why to cumulate?
••The region importance (The region importance (RIRI) is similar to ) is similar to 

common users.common users.
••The feedback information from users is The feedback information from users is 

often incomplete.often incomplete.
••The accumulation can make the The accumulation can make the RIRI more more 

robust and meaningful.  robust and meaningful.  



Cumulate Region Importance Cumulate Region Importance 
(Cont.)(Cont.)

nn How to cumulate?How to cumulate?
••The cumulated importance of region     The cumulated importance of region     

after after l l (>0)(>0) updates is:updates is:

•• is the latest is the latest RIRI..
•• is initialized to be area is initialized to be area 

percentage percentage ..
••Once updated, area percentage is Once updated, area percentage is 

ignored.ignored.
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Experimental setupExperimental setup

nn Image DB size: 10,000 (from Corel)Image DB size: 10,000 (from Corel)
nn Query number: 200 (10 categories with Query number: 200 (10 categories with 

each 20 queries)each 20 queries)
nn Test categories: Test categories: 



Experimental setupExperimental setup

nn For each of the query images, 5 iterations of For each of the query images, 5 iterations of 
useruser--andand--system interaction were carried out.  system interaction were carried out.  

nn At each round of feedback, the system At each round of feedback, the system 
examined the top 30 images. examined the top 30 images. 

nn When the top When the top NN images are considered and images are considered and 
there are there are RR relevant images, the precision relevant images, the precision 
within top within top NN images is defined to be P(images is defined to be P(NN) = ) = RR / / 
NN. . 

nn Accuracy = the average precision within top 50 Accuracy = the average precision within top 50 
images, i.e. average P(50).images, i.e. average P(50).



Size of the codebookSize of the codebook
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We use 400 (the first turning point) as the size of the codebook



Indexing EvaluationIndexing Evaluation
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Kernel EvaluationKernel Evaluation
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Relevance Feedback EvaluationRelevance Feedback Evaluation
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Region Weighting EvaluationRegion Weighting Evaluation

nn To learn the To learn the CRIsCRIs, 10,000 random query and , 10,000 random query and 
feedback sessions were carried out.feedback sessions were carried out.

nn An example:An example:

0.22
0.17

Cumulated region importance (red and italic) 
and area percentage of the regions of an image.
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Region Weighting EvaluationRegion Weighting Evaluation
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Region Weighting EvaluationRegion Weighting Evaluation
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ConclusionsConclusions

nn Region codebookRegion codebook
•• Save storage;Save storage;
•• Facilitate indexing and relevance feedback.Facilitate indexing and relevance feedback.

nn Modified inverted filesModified inverted files
•• Save retrieval time.Save retrieval time.

nn Relevance feedbackRelevance feedback
•• Query point movement;Query point movement;
•• Support Vector Machines.Support Vector Machines.

nn Region importance learningRegion importance learning
•• Reasonable, reflects semantic importance;Reasonable, reflects semantic importance;
•• Cumulated for future use.Cumulated for future use.
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